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Two distinguished neuroscientists distil general principles from more than a century of
scientific study, “reverse engineering” the brain to understand its design. Neuroscience
research has exploded, with more than fifty thousand neuroscientists applying
increasingly advanced methods. A mountain of new facts and mechanisms has
emerged. And yet a principled framework to organize this knowledge has been missing.
In this book, Peter Sterling and Simon Laughlin, two leading neuroscientists, strive to fill
this gap, outlining a set of organizing principles to explain the whys of neural design
that allow the brain to compute so efficiently. Setting out to “reverse engineer” the
brain—disassembling it to understand it—Sterling and Laughlin first consider why an
animal should need a brain, tracing computational abilities from bacterium to protozoan
to worm. They examine bigger brains and the advantages of “anticipatory regulation”;
identify constraints on neural design and the need to “nanofy”; and demonstrate the
routes to efficiency in an integrated molecular system, phototransduction. They show
that the principles of neural design at finer scales and lower levels apply at larger
scales and higher levels; describe neural wiring efficiency; and discuss learning as a
principle of biological design that includes “save only what is needed.” Sterling and
Laughlin avoid speculation about how the brain might work and endeavor to make
sense of what is already known. Their distinctive contribution is to gather a coherent set
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of basic rules and exemplify them across spatial and functional scales.
The aim of this new edition is, once again, to provide a readable, up-to-date book for
use in undergraduate, graduate, and medical school courses in neuroscience. As in
previous editions, the emphasis is on experiments made by electrical recordings,
molecular and cellular biological techniques, and behavioral studies on the nervous
system, from simple reflexes to cognitive functions. Lines of research are followed from
the inception of an idea to new findings being made in laboratories and clinics today. A
major change is that this edition begins with the anatomy and physiology of the visual
system, from light receptors in the retina to the perception of images. This allows the
reader to appreciate right away how nerve cells act as the building blocks for
perception. Detailed mechanisms of signaling are then described in later chapters. All
chapters have been rewritten, and new chapters added. From Neuron to Brain will be of
interest to anyone, with or without a specialized background in biological sciences, who
is curious about the workings of the nervous system.
"For the instructor of Introduction to Neuroscience or Neurobiology courses with
students who are intimidated by the study of the brain, our textbook From Neuron to
Brain is designed to present difficult material on the nervous system through the
process of experimentation. Lines of research are followed from the inception of an idea
to new findings being made in laboratories and clinics today, allowing students to follow
the path of experimentation toward an understanding of how the nervous system works.
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Nicholls et al. have built a readable and informative text that explains how nerve cells
go about their business of transmitting signals, how the signals are put together, and
how higher function emerges from this integration, all in an accessible and exciting way
that will appeal to students. From Neuron to Brain, Sixth Edition and its exploration of
the intricate workings of the nervous system will be of interest to instructors teaching
undergraduate, graduate, and medical school courses in neuroscience"-Essential Medical Physiology, Third Edition, deals with the principal subjects covered in
a modern medical school physiology course. This thoroughly revised version includes
chapters on general physiology as well as cardiovascular, respiratory, renal,
gastrointestinal, endocrine, central nervous system, and integrative physiology. It
contains clinical notes, chapter outlines with page numbers, 2-color figures throughout,
and new chapters on Exercise, Diabetic Ketoacidosis, and Maternal Adaptations in
Pregnancy. Among the contributors to this indispensible textbook are leading
physiologists Leonard R. Johnson, Stanley G. Schultz, H. Maurice Goodman, John H.
Byrne, Norman W. Weisbrodt, James M. Downey, D. Neil Granger, Frank L. Powell, Jr.,
James A. Schafer, and Dianna A. Johnson. This text is recommended for medical,
graduate, and advanced undergraduate students studying physiology, physicians, and
clinical specialists as well as anyone interested in basic human physiology. * Includes
clinical notes * "Key Points" summarize most important information * Contains chapter
outlines with page numbers * 2-color figures throughout * New chapters on Exercise,
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Diabetic Ketoacidosis, and Maternal Adaptations in Pregnancy
The brain is made up of 85 billion neurons, which are connected by over 100 trillion
synapses. For more than a century, a diverse array of researchers has been trying to
find a language that can be used to capture the essence of what these neurons do and
how they communicate – and how those communications create thoughts, perceptions
and actions. The language they were looking for was mathematics, and we would not
be able to understand the brain as we do today without it. In Models of the Mind, author
and computational neuroscientist Grace Lindsay explains how mathematical models
have allowed scientists to understand and describe many of the brain's processes,
including decision-making, sensory processing, quantifying memory, and more. She
introduces readers to the most important concepts in modern neuroscience, and
highlights the tensions that arise when the abstract world of mathematical modelling
collides with the messy details of biology. Each chapter focuses on mathematical tools
that have been applied in a particular area of neuroscience, progressing from the
simplest building block of the brain – the individual neuron – through to circuits of
interacting neurons, whole brain areas and even the behaviours that brains command.
Throughout, Grace examines the history of the field, starting with experiments done on
neurons in frog legs at the turn of the twentieth century and building to the large models
of artificial neural networks that form the basis of modern artificial intelligence. She
demonstrates the value of describing the machinery of neuroscience using the elegant
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language of mathematics and reveals in full the remarkable fruits of this endeavour.
H.H. Jasper, A.A. Ward, A. Pope and H.H. Merritt, chair of the Public Health Service
Advisory Committee on the Epilepsies, National Institutes of Health, published the first
volume on Basic Mechanisms of the Epilepsies (BME) in 1969. Their ultimate goal was
to search for a "better understanding of the epilepsies and seek more rational methods
of their prevention and treatment." Since then, basic and clinical researchers in epilepsy
have gathered together every decade and a half with these goals in mind -- assessing
where epilepsy research has been, what it has accomplished, and where it should go.
In 1999, the third volume of BME was named in honor of H.H. Jasper. In line with the
enormous expansion in the understanding of basic epilepsy mechanisms over the past
four decades, this fourth edition of Jasper's BME is the most ambitious yet. In 90
chapters, the book considers the role of interactions between neurons, synapses, and
glia in the initiation, spread and arrest of seizures. It examines mechanisms of
excitability, synchronization, seizure susceptibility, and ultimately epileptogenesis. It
provides a framework for expanding the epilepsy genome and understanding the
complex heredity responsible for common epilepsies as it explores disease
mechanisms of ion channelopathies and developmental epilepsy genes. It considers
the mechanisms of conditions of epilepsy comorbidities. And, for the first time, this 4th
edition describes the current efforts to translate the discoveries in epilepsy disease
mechanisms into new therapeutic strategies. This book, considered the 'bible' of basic
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epilepsy research, is essential for the student, the clinician scientist and all research
scientists who conduct laboratory-based experimental epilepsy research using cellular,
brain slice and animal models, as well as for those interested in related disciplines of
neuronal oscillations, network plasticity, and signaling in brain strucutres that include
the cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus. In keeping with the 1969 goals, the book is
now of practical importance to the clinical neurologist and epileptologist as the progress
of research in molecular genetics and modern efforts to design antiepileptic drugs,
cures and repairs in the epilepsies converge and impact clinical care.
Knowledge-Based Intelligent System Advancements: Systemic and Cybernetic
Approaches presents selected new AI–based ideas and methods for analysis and
decision making in intelligent information systems derived using systemic and
cybernetic approaches. This book is useful for researchers, practitioners and students
interested intelligent information retrieval and processing, machine learning and
adaptation, knowledge discovery, applications of fuzzy based methods and neural
networks.
Development of the Nervous System, Second Edition has been thoroughly revised and
updated since the publication of the First Edition. It presents a broad outline of neural
development principles as exemplified by key experiments and observations from past
and recent times. The text is organized along a development pathway from the
induction of the neural primordium to the emergence of behavior. It covers all the major
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topics including the patterning and growth of the nervous system, neuronal
determination, axonal navigation and targeting, synapse formation and plasticity, and
neuronal survival and death. This new text reflects the complete modernization of the
field achieved through the use of model organisms and the intensive application of
molecular and genetic approaches. The original, artist-rendered drawings from the First
Edition have all been redone and colorized to so that the entire text is in full color. This
new edition is an excellent textbook for undergraduate and graduate level students in
courses such as Neuroscience, Medicine, Psychology, Biochemistry, Pharmacology,
and Developmental Biology. Updates information including all the new developments
made in the field since the first edition Now in full color throughout, with the original,
artist-rendered drawings from the first edition completely redone, revised, colorized,
and updated
This new edition of a popular guide to improving your mental agility will help you
improve your performance at work and sharpen your thinking skills in all areas. Based
on the latest scientific findings and including up-to-date coverage of how meditative
skills such as mindfulness can enhance your brain power, this book gives you
everything you need to get a mental edge. It challenges you to think on your feet with
hundreds of puzzles, quizzes and problem-solving games, while giving you lifestyle
advice on diet, exercise and lifestyle choices. Showing you how to put your new, more
powerful brain to the test at work, home and play, this is a smart guide for any smart
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professional who wants to be brighter, quicker and in the lead at all times.
In the 25 years since From Neuron to Brain was first published, the author's aim has
remained constant: to describe how nerve cells go about their business of transmitting
signals, how the signals are put together, and how, out of this integration, higher
functions emerge. The fourth edition, while maintaining this focus, has been completely
reformatted and updated.
This comprehensive encyclopedia provides a thorough overview of the human brain
and nervous system—the body's "CPU and data network." It covers basic anatomy and
function, diseases and disorders, treatment options, wellness concepts, and key
individuals in the fields of neurology and neuroscience. • Aligns with the Society for
Neuroscience national standards and the U.S. National Science Education Standards
for high school brain awareness curricula • Covers the latest neuroscience research at
the National Institutes of Health • Presents biographies of famous scientists who
furthered the knowledge of neuroscience and neurology • Discusses steps readers can
take to promote neurological health • Links to online sources, including documentary
films and other videos, to provide students with an immediate way to make the material
come alive
Provides information about the human eye and the evolution of vision as Wrinkles the
Wonder Brain must travel through all of human imagination to retreive his bosses' lost
eye.
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This is a thorough revision of the standard text on local circuits in the different regions
of the brain. In this fifth edition, the results of the mouse and human genome projects
are incorporated for the first time. Also for the first time, the reader is oriented to
supporting neuroscience databases. Among the new advances covered are 2-photon
confocal laser microscopy of dendrites and dendritic spines, biochemical analyses, and
dual patch and multielectrode recordings, applied together with an increasing range of
behavioral and gene-targeting methods.
The brain ... There is no other part of the human anatomy that is so intriguing. How
does it develop and function and why does it sometimes, tragically, degenerate? The
answers are complex. In Discovering the Brain, science writer Sandra Ackerman cuts
through the complexity to bring this vital topic to the public. The 1990s were declared
the "Decade of the Brain" by former President Bush, and the neuroscience community
responded with a host of new investigations and conferences. Discovering the Brain is
based on the Institute of Medicine conference, Decade of the Brain: Frontiers in
Neuroscience and Brain Research. Discovering the Brain is a "field guide" to the
brain--an easy-to-read discussion of the brain's physical structure and where functions
such as language and music appreciation lie. Ackerman examines How electrical and
chemical signals are conveyed in the brain. The mechanisms by which we see, hear,
think, and pay attention--and how a "gut feeling" actually originates in the brain.
Learning and memory retention, including parallels to computer memory and what they
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might tell us about our own mental capacity. Development of the brain throughout the
life span, with a look at the aging brain. Ackerman provides an enlightening chapter on
the connection between the brain's physical condition and various mental disorders and
notes what progress can realistically be made toward the prevention and treatment of
stroke and other ailments. Finally, she explores the potential for major advances during
the "Decade of the Brain," with a look at medical imaging techniques--what various
technologies can and cannot tell us--and how the public and private sectors can
contribute to continued advances in neuroscience. This highly readable volume will
provide the public and policymakers--and many scientists as well--with a helpful guide
to understanding the many discoveries that are sure to be announced throughout the
"Decade of the Brain."
This new edition is completely redesigned, with additional magnetic resonance images,
line drawings to complement the macroscopic atlas, and an extensively expanded
section of coronal images. (Midwest).
From the first seconds Following the Big Bang, to our best guesses for the fate of the
universe and humanity, science provides stunning new perspectives about the place of
humanity in the cosmos. Humans may live on one planet in one small corner of the
Milky Way, itself one of billions of other galaxies, but Earth may be unique in one
respect. Earth is teaming with life, one species of which, through chance and natural
selection, developed an extraordinary brain, gifted with imagination, curiosity and a
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compulsion to understand ourselves and the universe. Perspectives is a journey
through deep time, from the creation of the universe to the beginnings of life, our
human origins and later the rise of culture and religion. It explores what it means to be
human, and where our technology could take us in the years and centuries to come....
Cellular Physiology of Nerve and Muscle, Fourth Editionoffers a state of the art
introduction to the basic physical,electrical and chemical principles central to the
function of nerveand muscle cells. The text begins with an overview of the origin
ofelectrical membrane potential, then clearly illustrates thecellular physiology of nerve
cells and muscle cells. Throughout,this new edition simplifies difficult concepts with
accessiblemodels and straightforward descriptions of experimentalresults. An all-new
introduction to electrical signaling in the nervoussystem. Expanded coverage of
synaptic transmission and synapticplasticity. A quantitative overview of the electrical
properties ofcells. New detailed illustrations.
The biomedical sciences have recently undergone revolutionary change, due to the
ability to digitize and store large data sets. In neuroscience, the data sources include
measurements of neural activity measured using electrode arrays, EEG and MEG,
brain imaging data from PET, fMRI, and optical imaging methods. Analysis,
visualization, and management of these time series data sets is a growing field of
research that has become increasingly important both for experimentalists and theorists
interested in brain function. Written by investigators who have played an important role
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in developing the subject and in its pedagogical exposition, the current volume
addresses the need for a textbook in this interdisciplinary area. The book is written for a
broad spectrum of readers ranging from physical scientists, mathematicians, and
statisticians wishing to educate themselves about neuroscience, to biologists who
would like to learn time series analysis methods in particular and refresh their
mathematical and statistical knowledge in general, through self-pedagogy. It may also
be used as a supplement for a quantitative course in neurobiology or as a textbook for
instruction on neural signal processing. The first part of the book contains a set of
essays meant to provide conceptual background which are not technical and shall be
generally accessible. Salient features include the adoption of an active perspective of
the nervous system, an emphasis on function, and a brief survey of different theoretical
accounts in neuroscience. The second part is the longest in the book, and contains a
refresher course in mathematics and statistics leading up to time series analysis
techniques. The third part contains applications of data analysis techniques to the
range of data sources indicated above (also available as part of the Chronux data
analysis platform from http://chronux.org), and the fourth part contains special topics.
Cognitive Systems - Information Processing Meets Brain Science presents an overview
of the exciting, truly multidisciplinary research by neuroscientists and systems
engineers in the emerging field of cognitive systems, providing a cross-disciplinary
examination of this cutting-edge area of scientific research. This is a great example of
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where research in very different disciplines touches to create a new emerging area of
research. The book illustrates some of the technical developments that could arise from
our growing understanding of how living cognitive systems behave, and the ability to
use that knowledge in the design of artificial systems. This unique book is of
considerable interest to researchers and students in information science, neuroscience,
psychology, engineering and adjacent fields. Represents a remarkable collection of
relevant experts from both the life sciences and computer science Includes state-of-theart reviews of topics in cognitive systems from both a life sciences and a computer
science perspective Discusses the impact of this research on our lives in the near
future
For over 25 years, Purves Neuroscience has been the most comprehensive and clearly
written neuroscience textbook on the market. This level of excellence continues in the
6th Edition, with a balance of animal, human, and clinical studies that discuss the
dynamic field of neuroscience from cellular signaling to cognitive function.
In the 25 years since From Neuron to Brain was first published, the authors' aim has
remained constant: to describe how nerve cells go about their business of transmitting
signals, how the signals are put together, and how, out of this integration, higher
functions emerge. The new Fourth Edition, while maintaining this focus, has been
completely reformatted and updated. Intended for use in upper-level undergraduate,
graduate, psychology and medical school Neuroscience courses, From Neuron to Brain
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will be of interest to anyone, with or without a specialized background in biological
sciences, who is curious about the workings of the nervous system. It presents a
readable and coherent account of how cellular and molecular approaches can provide
insights into the workings of the brain.
Intended for use by advanced undergraduate, graduate and medical students, this book
presents a study of the unique biochemical and physiological properties of neurons,
emphasising the molecular mechanisms that generate and regulate their activity.
A Doody's Core Title for 2011! 5 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW! "This is a simply wonderful
book that makes accessible in one place all the details of how the neuron and brain
work. The writing is clear. The drawings are elegant and educational. The book is a
feast for both the eye and mind. The richness, the beauty, and the complexity of
neuroscience is all captured in this superb book."--Doody's Review Service Now in
resplendent color, the new edition continues to define the latest in the scientific
understanding of the brain, the nervous system, and human behavior. Each chapter is
thoroughly revised and includes the impact of molecular biology in the mechanisms
underlying developmental processes and in the pathogenesis of disease. Important
features to this edition include a new chapter - Genes and Behavior; a complete
updating of development of the nervous system; the genetic basis of neurological and
psychiatric disease; cognitive neuroscience of perception, planning, action, motivation
and memory; ion channel mechanisms; and much more.
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Accompanying compact disc titled "Student CD-ROM to accompany Neuroscience :
exploring the brain" includes animations, videos, exercises, glossary, and answers to
review questions in Adobe Acrobat PDF and other file formats.
Provides comprehensive treatment of the theory of both static and dynamic neural networks. *
Theoretical concepts are illustrated by reference to practical examples Includes end-of-chapter
exercises and end-of-chapter exercises. *An Instructor Support FTP site is available from the
Wiley editorial department.
Cellular and Molecular Neurophysiology, Fourth Edition, is the only up-to-date textbook on the
market that focuses on the molecular and cellular physiology of neurons and synapses.
Hypothesis-driven rather than a dry presentation of the facts, the book promotes a real
understanding of the function of nerve cells that is useful for practicing neurophysiologists and
students in a graduate-level course on the topic alike. This new edition explains the molecular
properties and functions of excitable cells in detail and teaches students how to construct and
conduct intelligent research experiments. The content is firmly based on numerous
experiments performed by top experts in the field This book will be a useful resource for
neurophysiologists, neurobiologists, neurologists, and students taking graduate-level courses
on neurophysiology. 70% new or updated material in full color throughout, with more than 350
carefully selected and constructed illustrations Fifteen appendices describing neurobiological
techniques are interspersed in the text
The Human Nervous System is a definitive account of human neuroanatomy, with a
comprehensive coverage of the brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nervous system. The
cytoarchitecture, chemoarchitecture, connectivity, and major functions of neuronal structures
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are examined by acknowledged authorities in the field, such as: Alheid, Amaral, Armstrong,
Beitz, Burke, de Olmos, Difiglia, Garey, Gerrits, Gibbins, Holstege, Kaas, Martin, McKinley,
Norgren, Ohye, Paxinos, Pearson, Pioro, Price, Saper, Sasaki, Schoenen, Tadork, Voogd,
Webster, Zilles, and their associates. Large, clearly designed 8-1/2" x 11" format 35
information-packed chapters 500 photomicrographs and diagrams 6,200 bibliographic entries
Table of contents for every chapter Exceptionally cross-referenced Detailed subject index
Substantial original research work Mini atlases of some brain regions
The Fourth Edition of The Neuron provides a comprehensive first course in the cell and
molecular biology of nerve cells. The book begins with properties of the many newly
discovered ion channels that have emerged through mapping of the genome. These channels
shape the way a single neuron generates varied patterns of electrical activity. Covered next
are the molecular mechanisms that convert electrical activity into the secretion of
neurotransmitter hormones at synaptic junctions between neurons. The following section
examines the biochemical pathways that are linked to the action of neurotransmitters and that
can alter the cellular properties of neurons or sensory cells that transduce information from the
outside world into the electrical code used by neurons. The final section reviews our rapidly
expanding knowledge of the molecular factors that induce an undifferentiated cell to become a
neuron, and then guide it to form appropriate synaptic connections with its partners. This
section also focuses on the role of ongoing experience and activity in shaping these
connections, and finishes with an account of mechanisms thought to underlie the phenomena
of learning and memory. The book contains scores of color figures and fully updated chapters;
online content packaged exclusively with the Fourth Edition includes detailed animations of
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neural processes, in-depth supplemental reading, and additional full-color figures and tables.
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of
the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What
is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the
new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called
neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and
proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D.,
traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing
powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental limitations,
brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a
brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see, learning disorders
cured, IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with
cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders
successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these marvelous stories to
probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written
an immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains,
human nature, and human potential.
The goal of this sixth edition of Principles of Neural Science is to provide readers with insight
into how genes, molecules, neurons, and the circuits they form give rise to behavior. With the
exponential growth in neuroscience research over the 40 years since the first edition of this
book, an increasing challenge is to provide a comprehensive overview of the field while
remaining true to the original goal of the first edition, which is to elevate imparting basic
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principles over detailed encyclopedic knowledge.
This text provides a description of the cytoarchitecture, chemoarchitecture, and connectivity of
the rat nervous system. In addition it offers updated and supplemented information on the
peripheral motor, peripheral somatosensor, vascular, central motor, pain, and additional
neurotransmitter systems.
With over 300 training programs in neuroscience currently in existence, demand is great for a
comprehensive textbook that both introduces graduate students to the full range of
neuroscience, from molecular biology to clinical science, but also assists instructors in offering
an in-depth course in neuroscience to advanced undergraduates. The second edition of
Fundamental Neuroscience accomplishes all this and more. The thoroughly revised text
features over 25% new material including completely new chapters, illustrations, and a CDROM containing all the figures from the text. More concise and manageable than the previous
edition, this book has been retooled to better serve its audience in the neuroscience and
medical communities. Key Features * Logically organized into 7 sections, with uniform editing
of the content for a "one-voice" feel throughout all 54 chapters * Includes numerous text boxes
with concise, detailed descriptions of specific experiments, disorders, methodological
approaches, and concepts * Well-illustrated with over 850 full color figures, also included on
the accompanying CD-ROM

Fundamental Neuroscience, 3rd Edition introduces graduate and upper-level
undergraduate students to the full range of contemporary neuroscience. Addressing
instructor and student feedback on the previous edition, all of the chapters are rewritten
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to make this book more concise and student-friendly than ever before. Each chapter is
once again heavily illustrated and provides clinical boxes describing experiments,
disorders, and methodological approaches and concepts. Capturing the promise and
excitement of this fast-moving field, Fundamental Neuroscience, 3rd Edition is the text
that students will be able to reference throughout their neuroscience careers! New to
this edition: 30% new material including new chapters on Dendritic Development and
Spine Morphogenesis, Chemical Senses, Cerebellum, Eye Movements, Circadian
Timing, Sleep and Dreaming, and Consciousness Additional text boxes describing key
experiments, disorders, methods, and concepts Multiple model system coverage
beyond rats, mice, and monkeys Extensively expanded index for easier referencing
A textbook of neuroscience for undergraduate medical students providing a concise yet
critical treatment of structure - function relationships as a basis for clinical thinking. It
aims at conveying an understanding of how the nervous system performs it tasks by
using data from molecular biology to clinical neurology.
This book describes new theories and applications of artificial neural networks, with a
special focus on addressing problems in neuroscience, biology and biophysics and
cognitive research. It covers a wide range of methods and technologies, including deep
neural networks, large-scale neural models, brain–computer interface, signal
processing methods, as well as models of perception, studies on emotion recognition,
self-organization and many more. The book includes both selected and invited papers
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presented at the XX International Conference on Neuroinformatics, held in Moscow,
Russia on October 8–12, 2018.
This thoroughly revised Second Edition builds on the success of the first as the
definitive text for neuropsychiatry. The book is divided into three sections, with the third
on syndromes and disorders. Emphasis on treatment is provided throughout the text
and is DSM-IV-compatible. Coverage includes neurobehavioral disorders, selection and
interpretation of neurodiagnostic procedures, and the full spectrum of therapies. New to
this edition are eight chapters and the incorporation of psychopharmacology into
specific disease chapters. Compatibility: BlackBerry(R) OS 4.1 or Higher / iPhone/iPod
Touch 2.0 or Higher /Palm OS 3.5 or higher / Palm Pre Classic / Symbian S60, 3rd
edition (Nokia) / Windows Mobile(TM) Pocket PC (all versions) / Windows Mobile
Smartphone / Windows 98SE/2000/ME/XP/Vista/Tablet PC
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